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the
little
magazine
with a
big
heart

MaHa Magazine has been published quarterly since January 2019
and showcases the very best Harborough has to offer.
From shops to charities, events to start ups, and everything in
between. We started MaHa to show that regional publishing
doesn’t have to be glossy pages crammed with adverts. It can be
something contemporary, something with real design flair and
proper stories that residents of Harborough actually want to read.
Since starting in 2019 we have grown in popularity. So much so
that we have overtaken our nearest rivals in terms of social media
following. We understand the importance of community and take
our social channels seriously.
Choosing an advert with MaHa is choosing the authentic option.
We don’t fill page after page with adverts to be skipped over, we
let adverts breathe and mingle with the editorial so that each one
is actually looked at. We limit the amount of adverts we place to
ensure that the magazine remains a quality publication. Above all
this, we want the magazine to be free, always, and for everyone.

fresh.
modern.
We’ve worked in print for a long
time and we still haven’t lost the
love of holding a printed magazine.
In today’s digital age, a magazine
is a real treat, to be flicked through
leisurely while taking time away
from the screen. With this in mind,
we want to create a beautiful
magazine that readers will take
their time over.

celebrate.
local.
We deliver to 2000-3000 homes each
quarter, with a further 1000 handed out to
local shops, bakeries, cafés, library and train
station to be picked up for free. In addition,
we publish the whole magazine online,
configured to be read comfortably on any
device. These issues remain online to be
looked at permanently.
Our rates reflect the fact that we are a small
magazine with a big heart, and enable smaller
businesses to get a foot in the advertising
door. However, if you have concerns over your
budget, we are always willing to discuss ways
in which you can receive the MaHa treatment.

FREQUENCY
Published quarterly in JANUARY, APRIL, JULY & OCTOBER
DISTRIBUTION
Market Harborough and surrounding villages within a 3 mile radius.
CIRCULATION
3000 copies

SOCIAL MEDIA
Via our Facebook and Instagram feeds we reach our readers on
a daily basis and keep our community connected.
We have social media experts spreading the MaHa love with stylish
posts on Instagram and Facebook, as well as supporting local
businesses by curating the best content to share with our community.

@maha_magazine
@MAHAMagazineUK

rate card 2022
PRINT SPECIFICATIONS
Double Page Spread w:420mm x h:269
(plus 3mm bleed outside edges and 6mm gutter bleed)
INSIDE FRONT/BACK PAGE/FULL PAGE w:210mm x h:269mm
(plus 3mm bleed outside edges and 6mm gutter bleed)

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD £725

INSIDE FRONT / BACK COVER £400

HALF PAGE LANDSCAPE w:210mm x h:134.5mm
(plus 3mm bleed outside edges and 6mm gutter bleed)
HALF PAGE PORTRAIT w:105mm x h:269mm
(plus 3mm bleed outside edges and 6mm gutter bleed)
QUARTER PAGE w:105mm x h:134.5mm
(plus 3mm bleed outside edges and 6mm gutter bleed)

FULL PAGE £375

HALF PAGE £190
ADVERTORIALS
The MaHa editorial team can work with you to develop a more
bespoke solution. Advertorials are limited to Double Page
Spreads and Full Pages.
Please contact Zoe for more information
advertising@mahamagazine.co.uk

QUARTER PAGE £110

get
in
touch

EDITORIAL enquries

GEMMA BARDER

EDITORIAL@mahamagazine.co.uk
ADVERTISING enquries

ZOE BROOKS

advertising@mahamagazine.co.uk

what
they
say
about
us

“

Maha magazine is the perfect magazine for
Harborough. As an independent retailer
within the town, it’s so important that we
advertise and work with local people. Maha is
a magazine for local people, featuring local
people and created by local people. Not only is
the content fantastic and the magazine FREE,
but the style and feel of the magazine is high
quality, making it even more special.
JARROD, Owner of Randalls

“

VERY EXCITED to receive the latest edition
of maha magazine. we really are so lucky
to have this magazine produced to such
high quality and free of charge.
DOMINEE, Bowden Stores

“

I love MaHa. I have a collection
of each issue in my guest room to
show off how great our town is!
JULIE

“

It’s the only magazine we know that people not
only take notice of, but genuinely look forward
to coming out, and take a self-care ‘moment’
to devour and enjoy. Which not only reflects
the work that goes into each edition, but the
importance of the magazine to the reader and
wider community.
JODIE, The Eco Village

“

I always post my copy to my
mum who has now moved away
from the area. She wishes it had
been around in her day, but she
loves to hear about everything
that is happening now!
KATIE

“

you've created an awesome
magazine showcasing everything
that is great about our town.
Well done you!
THE GARAGE BAKEHOUSE

“

Just picked a copy up at the
station, what a fantastic read!
CARL

